
Pick a word to spell: BODY, RECEIVE, BRAIN, CRYSTALS

speaking OF CRYSTALS, DO YOU SUPPOSE QUARTZ IS manmade or nature made?

WHAT CONNECTS OUR HEAD TO OUR SHOULDERS? NECK

WHAT ARE YOUR INITIAL THOUGHTS ON PARTICIPATING IN THIS ACTIVITY?

STOMACH, DROP, CALMING, UNSTEADY

Do you suppose your nervous system would feel more at ease if you regulated yourself, or panicked?

Which organ in your body would slow it's rate as you self regulate? heart

Give me a full sentence for this one- do you want to do the swing?
What is one thing we could do to help you get your body on the swing?
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siblings and spouses: read the lesson to your speller and Communication partner.
If you haven't traveled with anyone else, ask a volunteer to read the lesson to you!
Just because a question is there, doesn't mean you have to ask or answer it.  

Let's learn a bit about the swing and how we all can participate.

There are 3 main types of input your body receives from this experience for your brain to process. 1st and foremost is VESTIBULAR input!!
We receive this input from a change in the position of our head (more specifically the position of these tiny crystals in our inner ear -
cool, huh?!). 

Known/Factual: 

Reasoning Question w/ 2 choices: 

Reasoning Question w/ a Predictable Response: 

Open ended question w/ no predictable response: 

You may even feel your stomach "drop" a bit initially, but the "linear" movement (swinging in a straight line versus spinning like you may
do in the swings indoors) is often calming and organizing for our nervous system. Another aspect of the vestibular input may be
activated by having your feet off the ground. This may feel unsteady or insecure, but trust yourself, trust the staff, and know that
you can try new and challenging things!

Known/Factual: 

Reasoning Question w/ 2 choices:

Reasoning Question w/ a Predictable Response:

Open ended question w/ no predictable response:

HARNESS, SQUEEZING, ODD, PRESSURE

would you like to "try" the swing, or "sit" and watch?

What part of your body fills up with air when you breathe? lungs

Would you like physical help with getting your body to participate?
Would you like verbal encouragement?
Would you like us to quietly make space and allow you to try the swing yourself and check in if you need more support?

VISUAL, LOOK UP, TREES, SWINGING

if you look up while you're swinging, would you see the "branches on trees" or the "ground"?

Which part of our body is taking in the visual input? eyes

How would you like to be supported if your body resists firmly?
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Next, there will be PROPRIOCEPTIVE input from the harness. This will be a squeezing type of input around your waist, thighs, and hips. This
may feel a little odd at first to have pressure in these areas, but it could also feel calming, like when you get squeezes on your arms,
hands, and feet! You can reach and adjust your body as needed before going up in the harness to make sure you're comfortable.

Known/Factual: 

activity choices: 

Reasoning Question w/ a Predictable Response: 

Open ended question w/ no predictable response:

Lastly, there will be a lot of VISUAL input. Our visual systems are closely linked to our vestibular systems. By going up and having
your feet off the ground, we are activating our visual system as well. If it feels intimidating to look down, try to coach your eyes to
look up at the beautiful trees or take in the surroundings at your level. Once swinging, you can even close your eyes - this will
actually intensify the amount of vestibular sensation you get.

Known/Factual:  

Reasoning Question w/ 2 choices: 

Reasoning Question w/ a Predictable Response:

Open ended question w/ no predictable response:



prepare, play, participate, encouragement

which of the different ways to play would you like to try first? second? third?
observe, practice, swing, or cheer!
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fOR THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH, prompt and STRETCH WITH YOUR STUDENT WHILE THEY LISTEN!*
Stretches: toe touches, inhale arms up/exhale arms down, arm circles
how cool are our brains and bodies?! If you need less vestibular, tense your muscles tight to get your body some calming proprioceptive
input and likely slow the speed of the swinging. Listen for staff/parents as we may be coaching your body to help based on cues you may
be giving us. You've got this! Trying something new can be scary, do what feels right for you and know that you're in a supportive and
encouraging community who supports whatever you decide to do! 

General Motor Steps of the big Swing 
-Putting on the Harness: This helps create a more comfortable and secure method of attaching our bodies to the cable.
-Walking to the ladder.
-Climbing the Ladder: The Ladder helps us reach the lowest point of the swing and stay well above the ground. 
-relax and let others hoist you up to a great view.
-Pull the strap to let yourself swing free!

Different ways to play
There are so many ways to participate in this activity...

-You can observe others and imagine what you want your body to do.
-You can prepare your body by practicing purposeful movements.
-You can swing!
-You can cheer people on by spelling words of encouragement or by silently wishing them well!  
-You can help pull a friend's swing up into the air!  

Known/Factual: 

questions (use the button below): 

observeobserveobserve practicepracticepractice

swingswingswing cheercheercheer


